Conducting a Prescribed Burn – Planning for Success

Spring has traditionally been ‘burn season’ in Kansas. If a spring prescribed fire is on your radar, plan now to make it successful – and safe.

Much of our ability to safely conduct a prescribed burn depends on weather. Do we have enough wind to carry a fire, but not so much its dangerous? Optimum conditions usually occur when wind speeds are above five but below 15 miles per hour with relative humidities in the 50-60 percent range and temperatures between 50 and 80 degrees. You can check out wind and relative humidity fairly easily at www.mesonet.ksu.edu/fire/rh.

What kind of a stand are we dealing with? Is there enough fuel to carry a fire and can we manage heavy fuel loads that may be present? What is our purpose for burning? Cool season grasses don’t respond the same way native prairie grasses do and typically shouldn’t be burned as frequently unless a brush issue is being addressed. Even then, an understanding of how the undesirable and desirable plant community may respond is important to determining necessity.

Is equipment ready? Conditions can change rapidly during spring burns. Make sure you have equipment to provide the water flow you need to put out a fire (some ATV sprayers may not) – and people to man said equipment. Back burns should be in place and a burn boss appointed to make sure things run smoothly.

Check with local authorities first. Burn permit requirements vary by area, and many fire departments are manned by volunteers, potentially limiting response ability on busy burn days. Plan ahead to make sure burns are allowed, then follow a plan to make sure they can be conducted safely.

Prescribed fire can be a valuable tool for our forage stands when used effectively. Make sure you have a plan to help it be as effective as possible, including evaluating the necessity of it in the first place. A little forethought can make a big difference in both the effectiveness AND the safety of your spring burn.

Wild Garlic Control

Take a look across that still brown turfgrass stand this next week. See anything green? It might look like early emerging turfgrass, but it’s likely wild garlic.

Wild garlic is a perennial bulb looking somewhat like grass but with leaves straighter and smoother than most turfgrass species (you can tell the difference between it and wild onion because onion will have solid stems). It emerges in late winter and early spring to get a foothold in cool season turfgrass species, tolerating a wide range of soil conditions.

Control is difficult at best. Fair control can be attained by 2,4-D or combination products containing 2,4-D (ester formulations will be more effective than amine), but nothing available to the homeowner that would be considered even ‘good’. Apply in early spring when there is adequate, well growing foliage. To increase uptake, mowing before application may help. Always read and follow the product label for correct rate, turfgrass tolerance, and specific instructions before application.